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Over green mountains, tucked away in the depths of the forest we find the most beautiful place in the world, Sylvanian Village. This is the home of the most tender-hearted friends in the whole world. If you listen to the wind, you’ll hear their happy chatter.
The Adventure Tree House’s rope swing can go up and down and work as a lift. Place the log ride on the huge slide to make it go down. There are four small rooms and a secret passage inside the tree, just for the babies. The hut on the terrace can be removed and played with separately.
Family Trip

**SF5451 New Lakeside Lodge**
The Lakeside Lodge comes with furniture and accessories. Have your figures cook at the wood-burning stove, eat at the dining table, or sleep in the hammock. The roof has a secret slide that only baby figures can play on.

**SF5454 New Family Campervan**
The Family Campervan seats up to seven. Enjoy cooking, barbecue, cycling, fishing, and other fun camping activities! Seats will recline into beds. The kitchen stored under the dashboard contains a frying pan, corn cob, and grilled fish for cooking fun.

**SF5452 New Baby Ropeway Park**

**SF5453 New Baby Hedgehog Hideout**

The seats fold back to make a bed!
This house can be opened up to 90 degrees, 180 degrees or even kept closed. The lights in the rooms can be turned on and off too! When the house is closed, the beautiful house shape can be seen on all sides, with lovely cosy lights in the windows.
Connect these two houses together to create the Red Roof Grand Mansion, the biggest house in the Sylvanian Village. You can make all kinds of combinations! This enormous house has rooms for plenty of furniture. You’ll have lots of fun creating lovely arrangements for each room!
Red Roof Tower Home lets you turn the weather vane to move the lift up and down. The doors will automatically open and close when it reaches each floor. The Red Roof Tower Home set comes with Persian Cat Girl, a table and chairs.
Sweet Raspberry Home is a one-storey house with an amazing entrance terrace. With its large interior and high ceiling, hands can fit inside for easy play. The set comes with Chocolate Rabbit Baby and a baby bed with a slide.

Red Roof Cosy Cottage is the perfect choice for those starting out with Sylvanian Families! This all-in-one set includes a two-storey house, Freya Chocolate Rabbit figure and lots of accessories!
SF5013 Chocolate Rabbit Father Set
SF5014 Chocolate Rabbit Mother Set
SF5015 Chocolate Rabbit Brother Set
SF5016 Chocolate Rabbit Sister Set
SF5017 Chocolate Rabbit Baby Set
SF5432 Chocolate Rabbit Twins Set
SF5449 Playful Starter Furniture Set

OVER 15 pieces
OVER 10 pieces
OVER 10 pieces

You can cut the pie!
The gas stove turns on!
Water runs from the tap!
Toilet flushes!

Ice comes out of the ice machine!
The Grocery Market features a checkout counter and shelving and comes with plenty of ingredients. A shopping basket is also included, allowing for more fun while shopping.

A pizzeria with a big pizza oven and lots of equipment and ingredients for making pizzas.
Ballet Theatre is a grand theatre for the Sylvanian Children’s ballet lessons and recitals. You can make the figures twirl by placing them on the rotating stage. The theatre also plays famous ballet music from *Swan Lake* and *The Nutcracker*.

*Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).*

---

**SF5256**

**Ballet Theatre**

**SF5257**

**Ballerina Friends**

**SF5258**

**Ice Skating Friends**

**SF5265**

**Fruit Wagon**

**SF5266**

**Candy Wagon**
SF5234  Boutique
Shop till you drop with this sparkly boutique! With a selection of shoes, some fetching jewellery and lots of cute bags, this will have your Sylvanians admiring their new look all day long!

SF4610  Popcorn Cart

SF5051  Sweet Store

SF5235  Cosmetic Counter

SF5236  Dressing Area Set

SF5240  Hot Dog Van
Sylvanian Village

- SF5096 Country Doctor
- SF5095 Country Dentist Set
- SF5094 Country Nurse Set
SF5316  
Baby Castle Nursery  
The Baby Castle Nursery has lots of fun things to play with, including a piano, swing, slide, a see saw that can be turned into a table, and more!

SF5317  
Sunshine Nursery Bus  
12 babies can ride on this double decker nursery bus. Play together with the Baby Castle Nursery for even more fun!
SF5318
Baby Tree House
The Baby Tree House includes Ambrose the Walnut Squirrel Baby and includes a hammock, slide, and swing and a cute little room to play in.

SF5319
Baby Castle Playground
Everyone can play at being a prince or princess with the Baby Castle Playground. Climb up the ladder to the top wearing your crown and then slide all the way down again. Includes Creme Chocolate Rabbit Baby.

SF5320
Baby Choo-Choo Train
A playground with moveable train for little ones to enjoy. It includes a moveable railroad crossing gate and Jason Petite Bear Baby figure.
The Baby Ferris Wheel includes a cute ferris wheel that can seat up to three babies. The ferris wheel can be turned by holding onto the handle and turning to spin the circular base. Includes Milo Toy Poodle Baby.

The Baby Airplane Ride includes a turning two-plane ride and Alfie the Maple Cat Baby.
School & Nursery

SF5170 School Friends Set

SF5103 Nursery Picnic Set

SF5104 Nursery Party Set

SF5105 Country Tree School

The Country Tree School is such a fun school! A balcony overlooking the beautiful Sylvanian scenery provides the perfect platform for pupils to get inspired for their art lessons or spot some wildlife.
Seaside Area

SF5267  🇲🇽  Starry Point Lighthouse

The Chocolate Rabbit grandfather rebuilt his old lighthouse to make a lodge where everyone can stay. The lighthouse really lights up and the top turns, just like the light of a real lighthouse. Take off the top of the lighthouse and stars will appear on the ceiling of your room. You can change between three patterns by switching the slides.

*Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
**Seaside Area**

- **SF5047 Canoe Set**
- **SF5207 Seaside Birthday Party**
- **SF5209 Seaside Camping Set**
- **SF5210 Adventure Treasure Ship**
- **SF5206 Seaside Cruiser House Boat**
  - Seaside Cruiser House Boat is kitted out with all sorts of furniture and accessories. There’s even a secluded island for your Sylvanians to visit!
- **SF5232 Seaside Friends**
- **SF5233 Girls’ Swimwear Set**
SF5448
**Family Cruising Car**
The Family Cruising Car lets you remove the roof to turn it into an open-top car. Swap the right and left handles around to suit the mood of the day. The seat of the included baby buggy can be attached to the back seat of the car and used as a baby car seat.

SF5241
**Convertible Car**
You can go anywhere in Sylvania in this stylish two-seater convertible car! Open and close the fabric roof top.

SF4699
**Bluebell Seven Seater**
Take a drive in the Bluebell Seven Seater! The car is large enough for all the members of a family and the doors open and close for easy access. Set up the roof rack and picnic set (sold separately) and enjoy a fun day out!

SF5045
**The Caravan**
This home-away-from-home comes with all the comforts your Sylvanians might need for a week or so in the wild. Complete with bedding for two it can cater for a snooze as well as having a well equipped kitchen, seating area and bathroom! The Caravan is designed to be towed by the Family Saloon Car or Bluebell Seven Seater which are both sold separately.
Chocolate Rabbit Family
- Frasier Chocolate
- Freya Chocolate
- Coco Chocolate
- Teri Chocolate

Crème Chocolate
Breeze Chocolate
Kabe Chocolate

Chocolate Rabbit Baby SF5062
Chocolate Rabbit Twins SF5080
Chocolate Rabbit Family SF4150

Elephant Family
- Ivor Trunk
- Hugo Trunk
- Savannah Trunk
- Nellie Trunk

Persian Cat Family
- Lyra Persian
- Lucas Persian
- Dawn Persian
- Skye Persian
- Leah Persian
- Ryan Persian
- Bellamy Persian
- Blair, Blake and Brian Persian

New Figures
SFML455
SFML456
SFML457
SFML458
Figures

Marshmallow Mouse Family

1. SF5308
   Marshmallow Mouse Family
2. SF5408
   Marshmallow Mouse Baby
3. SF5337
   Marshmallow Mouse Triplets

1. Bernard Marshmallow
2. Katherine Marshmallow
3. Christopher Marshmallow

Albert Marshmallow

Mary, Edward and Elizabeth Marshmallow

Woolly Alpaca Family

1. SF5358
   Woolly Alpaca Family

Andre Woolly
Fiorella Woolly
Gabriel Woolly
Ariana Woolly

Splasy Otter Family

1. SF5359
   Splasy Otter Family

Nicola Splasy
Jack Splasy
Amanda Splasy
Glen Splasy

Milk Rabbit Family

1. SF4108
   Milk Rabbit Family
2. SF5413
   Milk Rabbit Baby

Alex Periwinkle
Rebecca Periwinkle
Oliver Periwinkle
Kate Periwinkle
Henry Periwinkle

Alex Periwinkle
Rebecca Periwinkle
Oliver Periwinkle
Kate Periwinkle
Henry Periwinkle
Walnut Squirrel Family

1 SF4172
Walnut Squirrel Family

2 SF5406
Walnut Squirrel Baby

3 SF5421
Walnut Squirrel Twins

Chihuahua Dog Family

1 SF4387
Chihuahua Dog Family

2 SF5419
Chihuahua Dog Baby

3 SF5431
Chihuahua Dog Twins

Chiffon Dog Family

1 SF5000
Chiffon Dog Family

2 SF5415
Chiffon Dog Baby

3 SF5428
Chiffon Dog Twins
Furniture

- SF4717 Dinner for Two Set
  - Requires 1 x CR2032 3V battery (included).
  - Over 15 pieces

- SF5192 Day Trip Accessories
  - Over 10 pieces

- SF4254 Children’s Bedroom Furniture
  - Over 25 pieces

- SF5031 Girl’s Dressing Table
  - Over 15 pieces

- SF4264 Deluxe TV Set
  - Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

- SF4464 3 Pieces Suite
  - Over 31 pieces

- SF4268 Home Interiors Set
  - Requires 1 x CR2032 3V battery (included).
  - Over 15 pieces

- SF5020 Toilet Set
  - Over 15 pieces

- SF4264 Deluxe TV Set

- SF5019 Semi-Double Bed

- SF5020 Toilet Set
Furniture

- SF5289 Classic Kitchen Set
- SF5341 Kitchen Play Set
- SF5338 Children’s Bedroom Set
- SF5339 Comfy Living Room Set
- SF5340 Dining Room Set
- SF5030 Classic Telephone

OVER pieces

- SF5289 Classic Kitchen Set: 22 pieces
- SF5338 Children’s Bedroom Set: 15 pieces
- SF5339 Comfy Living Room Set: 35 pieces
- SF5340 Dining Room Set: 15 pieces
- SF5341 Kitchen Play Set: 35 pieces
There are 8 figures and 1 mystery character to collect!

SF5282 Baby Shopping Series

SF5321 Baby Band Series
There are 8 figures and 1 mystery character to collect!

SF5463 New Baby Party Series

SF5465 New Baby Camping Series
1. Fashion Boutique
2. Grand Department Store
3. Blooming Flower Shop
4. Delicious Restaurant
5. Elegant Town Manor
6. Ride Along Tram
Stella the Chocolate Rabbit older sister lives in a very elegant two-storey manor. The upstairs floor is roomy with a high ceiling and is set off with a gorgeous chandelier. Outside the door is a lovely balcony!
The Grand Department Store is a gorgeous department store in town with fancy decorations and engravings. This set comes with a functioning lift and revolving door. There are four rooms which can be individual shop floors.

The Creamy Gelato Shop serves sweet and delicious gelato in town. The set includes a lovely sky blue shop building with some furniture and colourful gelati.

The Delicious Restaurant serves the finest food in town. The Chocolate Rabbit father is the chef. The set includes a two-story turquoise restaurant building, spiral staircase, kitchen, table and chairs, chef’s outfit, tableware, and more.

Hop on the Ride Along Tram for a tour of the Town! This elegant tram is coloured red and gold, with beautiful engravings. A tram stop and driver’s hat are also included.
- SF5364 Town Girl Series
  - Marshmallow Mouse
  - Stephanie Marshmallow

- SF5369 Flower Gifts Playset
  - Catherine Periwinkle

- SF5362 Cute Couple Set
  - William Cinnamon & Stella Chocolate

- SF6004 Town Girl Series
  - Toy Poodle
  - Laura Cakebread

- SF6003 Town Girl Series
  - Silk Cat
  - Lulu Golightly

- SF6002 Town Girl Series
  - Chocolate Rabbit
  - Stella Chocolate

- SF6009 Violin Concert Set
  - Freya Chocolate

- SF6010 Cello Concert Set
  - Tiffany Golightly

- SF6011 Grand Piano Concert Set
  - Lionel Grand

- SF6001 Dress Up Duo Set
  - Teri & Freya Chocolate

- SF6012 Tea and Treats Set
  - Over 20 pieces

- SF6005 Light up Street Lamp
  - Lights Up Like a Real Lamp!
Visit sylvanianfamilies.com.au and sign up to our monthly newsletter for competitions, news and product information!